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1. Introduction

The idea that hadrons can be considered as bound states

of quarks results in some interesting predictions confirmed in

experiments. The counting rules for elastic I J and inelastic '

large angle scattering processes have been derived in some

papers. These counting rules define the asymptotic cross sec-

tions behaviour at large momentum transfer q . i'heir deriva-

tion ia based on the assumption that the quarks binding energ/

can be neglected at large q and the interaction of free quarke

defines the hadronic process amplitude.

The success of the additive quark model in description

of the static properties of hadrons IAI as well ая differential

and total cross sections at high energies apparently means

''••• that the quarks in hadron are bound weakly.

[•i The model of strong interaction based on the colored

i quarks interaction with the octet of colored vector gluons is

\\ asymptotically free. That oeems to correspond to the picture,
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given above. Such a model такез it possible to obtain preclic-

tiona more detailed than in
1
 *. The interesting polarization

properties of electroproduction structure functions have been

derived by G.Parrar and u.Jacksonl
b
*for X"*i« The decay of

3harmonium lias been dealt with in a number of papers and a lot

of experimentally confirmed predictions has Deen obtained (зее

In thia work we investigate the behaviour of the structure

functions for the n-quark bound state, in the limit when one of

the quarks carries nearly all the momentum of the incoming

particles (X-•i) .

Our results can be used to determine the probability of

finding "nonvalence" quark in the hadron in the assumption

that one can find many quark bound states in the physical bary-

on and meson. These results can be also applied to the light

nuclei which can be considered at large momentum transfer as

consisting of correspondent number of quarks.

.Рог the octet of baryons the relations between structure func-

tions are obtained, the differences of strange and nonstrange

quarks masses accounting tor the 3U(3)- symmetry breaking.

The average transverse momentum of the quark with К'*! is esti-

mated as well.

.Ve start from the same assumptions made in Ret. V~^y°\ The

mesons and Ьагуопв are s-wave bound states of quark-antiquark

and three quarks, respectively. In the"normal wave function thp

quarks carry the finite fraction of the incoming momentum, their

transverse momenta being restricted. The "exeptional" wave



function (one quark carrying nearly all the momentum of in -

coming particle) can be generated from the "normal" wave func-

tion by means of free quark interaction diagrams, of which

those corresponding to the lowest order perturbation theory ard

shown in i
?
ig. 1. iiach propagator in these graphs has a large

invariant mass (~ - — ~ , "гх s K± •* l*v ) when X -» 1 •

Hence, the application of perturbation theory 1з Justified.tf

our consideration we use the time-ordered perturbation thecryi

utilizing the properties of vertices and propagators in the re-

gion, we are interested in: J ̂  1~ * "P -~£ > Q

Ln such a way it saems easier to single out the leading

terms and to investigate the properties of structure functions.

2. gineinnticsand Properties of Vertices

Let us consider, for example, the diagram of Pig.la. The

notaxion is clear from the figure. In the centra of mass

frame w« use the following parametrisations for incoming and out-

going momenta of quarkw

i'he momentum of incoiiing hadron p has been chosen along the

2 - axis. ,ie have the following kiueraatical relations up

: to the terras of order
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• oi
 ( 2 )

where X
 e
 "" 7~~h ' ^

e
 momenta of of the outgoing quarks

are low in the limit X-*JL due to momentum conservation:

3 ^ 1 " " ) ^ • ^
n e
 four momenta squares of virtual par-

ticles are large:

In the formula (3) and in what follows the terms of order ĵ—у

and (|—>O are neglected

i
Let us consider the vertex of gluon emisaion by quarks

l
 'a) = E

S
4p

t
) в.*СК) i-Лр,)

 ;
 the quarks being off shell

where S^ and S
x
 helicities of the outgoing and incoming quarks,

respectively; t,^. is the gluon polarisation vector. iVe don't

use the colour indices, since they are not important for our

calculation . For the transverse gluon we find!

3
7+
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For the longitudinal glu-n the current's zero component

can be derived from the third coumonent.

As a result, after summing over virtual gluon polarize-

tions we have to multiply the third component by \J —-i (where

К is virtual gluon k - momentum) to obtain the effective

longitudinal gluon contribution:

(о)

(7)

where 6
}
f '

}
 ̂ l ) ^ ! * ^ V ) ^ ^

 а г э
 *^

е
 Р °

1 а г
 '

Jrirt
 aa

angles of vectors ]L, ̂  and p^ r«.-3pectively: 5**7p.
l
+ «H^

is noncovariant energy of the quark which is, generally nnea-

king, different from the zero-component of four vecta Pj

In the formulae (4-7) high powers of aines are neglected.

#ith an accuracy up to unessential phaae factor, the annihila-

tion vertices of the type of J *' *lW) * U**(Pj) &*CW) V * '(.Pi)

and fas V^ffc) №*) U^tPt)
 c a n

 be derived from formulae

(4-7) by replacing 5!-*""•*) Sj.-*--*! and <*1."* ~ »* ; *x"*"^

respectively.

If the virtual gluon is absorbed in the vertex one hats

to replace in all the formulae Л -» — X

One can easily see that the diagrams of the type nown

,j in Pig.1 dominates in the limit Q -••<» iX-^lJjn such iia -

I' grame the moment ию la transferee* from left to right and from

: the lowest quark up to the highest one, wh-.n the highest quark

;

:
 ia «'«Tuck by virtual photon and tre tine axis ia directed from



left to right. Other types of diagrams > *e suppressed. In the

diagram of r'ig.ib, for instance, JL=—p and the correspon-

ding propagator J *

is ?naLl as compared to the corresponding propagator in the

?ig. 1a where "f = p
ft

 3

1*5-

-Ч
%
-*>г-Ч

( 3

It isn't difficult to note that the energy denominators of

noncovariant theory (multiplied by -j—-Jere reduced to those

of соvariant theory аз in the case of formula (9). Therefore,

for the analysis of propagator contributions in the diagrams

it is sufficient to use the formula (3). Л'пеп the momentum

of one of the quarks in the vertex is small (аз it is in the

lcwe::t vertex in Pig "a), the first term only remains in the

formula (4) in the limit X - * { С
 P
t ~ *«.P ""(!-*)? ) .

»1.з ь result,the vertices for transvsrse gluon i~- that case

behave like • •_-_ . Such vertices will be called "good".

In these vertices the gluon and fast quark have aligne.

heiicities. The rerticea with any other configuration of

heiiclties are suppressed bj the factor (1-х) at least (the

third ,=.nd fourth term in tiie formula (4)). The average trans-

ver.3« eoa9nts of outgoing quarks ar« of order of quark aaaaea
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' and, therefore 4 CK") "* f j, <*) . . Рог the longitudi-

nal gluon, as it is seen from formulae (3), 17)
t
 (») the vert x

ft V
s
 r\t

л (>Л are suppressed in the limit 4 ~* *^ and the vcrte:

2"(.a) is "bad" when X-*i / i.e. tj. ̂ )~»Н-.

If the momenta of two quarks in the vertex are large

p
v
p ^ p the vertex is

 H
bad" for- transverse gluon. .Tor

longitudinal gluon the vertex *
t
 ^ is "good".

The properties of annihilation verteces -i-e analogous. As

a result of the properties of vertices she diagram of fig. 1a

dominates in the limit % -» { for *L » 3^ the lowest gluon

being transverse and the highest one being longitudinal. The

two lower quarks have antialigned helicities and hence the
1
 quark which is struck by virtual photon trust have the same ht •

licity as the incoming hadron. Other diagrams are suppressed

by the factor (l
1
*^) at least, ."'or instance, there are two

"bad" vertices in the diagram of Fig. 1b.

The quark-quark-virtual photon vertex can be also obtained

from the formula (4) in which Ык */& -\. { should be sot,sine*

when one integrates over outgoing quark mcruenta, the main con-

tribution comes from the region in which the vectors f> and

j? are antiligned. This vertex are of the order of v Q ^
 f o r

trans verse photon and of th-i order of fit for longitudinal

i
 (
 photan.

3* General Case of n-Quark Bound

State

Let va eonsiier the H -quarks S-wave bound state.
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.Vhen Л ^ о the diagrams with 3 - gluon vertex do not con-

tribute, aince the incoming particle is uncolored. For H > 3

the digrams with 3 - and 4 - gluon vertices can contribute.

At first we shall restrict ourselves to Abelian case where

there are no such vertices. Let It be odd. Utilizing the

properties of vertices, one can easily see that the diagrams

of the type shown in Pig.2 dominates when X"*i>
t n e
 transverse

and longitudinal gluons being alternated from bottom to top.

The contribution
1
 of each vertex to the amplitude is of order

and the propagator contribution is of order f — X •

Integrating over the phase space of the outgoing quarks

we obtain for the transverse part of the structure function!

Die longitudinal part of structure function is suppressed by

a factor •£- relative to (11). The helicities of the

quarks exchanging transverse gluon are opposite ar>d therefore

the incoming particle must have the same helicity as the

highest quark. Рог the helicity of incoming particle |Д|^-^-

the structure is suppressed by a factor

М (12)

relative to (11).

i'or even KU the diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 3 do-

nunote. There is only one "bad" vertex in such diagrams which

may be uccur in the lower part (Fig.3a), in the intermediate

.part (Fig.3b) or in the upper part of the diagram (Fig.3c).

For the transverse oart of the .structure function we obtain:
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Ъд ( (13)

The helicities of the K-% quarks must be opposite hence

the structure functions are suppressed by -the factor

Relative to (13) when the helicity of incoming particle \У/Z

i-'or the longitudinal photon the structure functions vanish

;Ln the scaling limit, however for even h. in the region

Sk /< 1 - Х «* \j—%F they are of the same order as in the case

of transverse photon. The diagram of Mg.4 dominates in that

case. All vertices and propagators except the two upper ones

in this diagram behave like . and «•- respectively

when y-»l,The two upper V3rtices behave like JqV $1к,-£

and J G ? ̂ in"% because of (-p*^ Q 1 and (- K^U Q*"*»**^

The analysis of the arising integrals shows that the main

contribution in the region of our interest comes from the ang-

les &t and v^ of order of one. Hence, the contributions of

gluon propagator and vertices in the upper part compensate each

other. In that case the vertex with longitudinal photon is of

order VGl*' anc* f° r the structure function we have

[" In this case all the helicities of the incoming quarks sre op-

Ц posite in pairs otherwise the structure function is suppressed

!
r by

where \ is the helicity of the incoming particle.

I -ii-



In the non-Abelian сазе the 3-gluon and 4-gluon diagrams may

give contribution. The correspondingFeynman rules may be found

for instance in Ref. ^ .

In the limit we are interested in the 3-gluon vertex

Tx V \ (K^K^JR^^ possesses the following properties:

t I helicities of quarks; &^;incoming momentum; Ко and K
a

outcoming momenta); K^ivi, is a magnitude of order of gluon

average trano lerse momentum. The 3-gluon vertex with any otiieif

configurations of helicities is suppressed by factor of order

if'or odd H- the digrams with 3-gluon vertices can be ob -

tained from the diagrams of Fig.2 by means of replacements

shown in Fig. 5a and Jfig.5b, The dependence of the amplitude

on X and the helicity relations remain the вате after such re-

placements, as it follows from the properties of 3-gluon ver-

tex* As a result of such replacements blocks arise in which

two or more gluons turn into one gluor, the helicities of in-f

coming gluons being antialigned (Fig.6). The diagrams with 4-

gluon vertices can be obtained by means of replacements in the

blocks of Jj'ig.6, as it is shown in Fig.7. The 4-gluon vertex

behaves like a constant in the limit 0^-*°o , %-*{ if all the

gluons are transverse and the helicity in the vertex is conser-
f

ved. For anv other configuration of helicities the four-gluon
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vertex is suppressed. Therefore, as a result of the replace-

raents of j?ig.7a, the behaviour of the diagrams isn't changed,

w'lile the replacements of JPig.7b lead to suppressed dia^ruias.

tfor even W# the replacements in the blocks with "bad"

vertices are alao necessary. One can easily зее that in this

case also all the results of the Abelian theory are valid. The

cases H=£and ИггЗ for ЗГ -meson and proton lias been consi -

dered by G.i«'errar and D. Jackson*-
0
^. For vector mesons we

have obtained additional polarization relation for the longi-

tudinal part of structure function. It follows from (15) and

(16): %,

J.'be probability of finding the "nonvalence" quark in meson and

baryon corresponds to the cases VL
a
4 and И,-5, i?or baryon we

have F^t*) ""(l-jO in agreement with existing parametrisa-

tions see, e.g.Hef.t ^ ) . The helicity of the "nonvalence"

quark struck oy virtual photon should be, to leading order, the

same as that of the baryon. For mesons the structure function'

corresponding to virtual photon with "nonvalence" quark beha-

ves like^-iCj in contrast to (1-х) pararaetrisation of dsf.

If the heliiity of Incoming meson is equal to zero, the

probability of longitudinal photon interaction with nonvalence

) i quark is of the same order as that for \ ie transverse photon:

i }\?*° "{[%)* 2\
 in tne

 region (|-К)*
1
 ̂  ~QX • *'

or tne

helicity of vector meson \Ф0 the structure function is sup-

pressed: ^"
%X
 - Ц ^ ) * Й

t* г, л
Рог even IV the Drell-Yang-ittest relation L

1
 U
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isn't valid for the scaling part of structure function, if

Til 2
counting rules'- * are used for the form-factor i'(5 ) .

ilowever the relation (20) will be valid if one tases into

account the nonscaling part of the structure function (15).

4. itela'rions Among Structure Functions

of Вагуопз

Тяе dependence of the structure functions on Д and pola-

risation relations in the limit X~*l have been obtained above

with the only assumption that incoming quarks carry the finite

fraction of incoming momentum and their transverse momenta are

restricted.

Let us now estimate the dependence of baryon structure

functions on quark masses. In addition we assume that the

quarks can be considered as nonrelativistic and in the first

approximation the binding energy can be neglected. Such an

assumption seems to be quite reasonable in the light of additife

quark models.

The diagram of F
4
g.1a apparently dominates when X~»>i»'''

/e

par&metrize the four-momenta of incoming quarks in the form:

R.
1
* ** "£: f* , t ; « - ~ where M is the baryon mass. One

can write the baryon-three-quark vertex in the form

where С~Х%,Кц is the charge conjugation matrix.

The energy denominators which correspond to propagators o4



incoming quarks in tfig.ia are included in the vertex function

Ц/(„PiRJL") • This formula has to be symmetrized according to

the 3U(6) structure of wave function, (sea for instance the

table in .?ef. *• -*J). After integration.'! over P
t
 and P^ the con-

tribution of diagram of Î ig. 1a is defined ay that of the corr4

ponding free quark diagram multiplied by Ц̂ (Ь) * 4̂
/
CPj.,P

1
)«/V,J ?

г

In the limit of zero binding energy for the product of sninors

in (21) one has

i''or the differential probability of finding a quark with

JH|_ in a baryon consisting of quarks with masses
 и
*1,'Лд

>
 m

we obtain:

The magnitude ф |р) is assumed universal for the baryon octet.

The coefficient A» appears because of the SliUjsymrr.etry break-

ing by gluon exchangee (the helicities of the lower two quarks»

on ^ig. 1a are antialigned). Integrating over m
S t
 ^^Т and

/ j ^ we obtain the total probability of finding a quark with a

mass iA
L
 when )C -> 1 :

where J -Э&. . if w^-acn^ ^td) = t/fe . The ratio of!

the masses of strange and nonstrange quarks is assumed to be

-15-



The results for baryon octet are summarized in the Tabla,

where the r^. is the ratio of the probability of finding a

qaark <J. in a baryon 2>i to that of finding a down quark in

the proton. In the first column the valueo of F b are given

in the exact SU (ft) symmetry, in the oecond column F R
£ ere given

in the case when spin symmetry is broken due to gluon exchan-

ges (that is the relative values of coefficient A*,), and in

the third column quarks mass differences are taken into account

аз well.

for the Л- and 2 " hyperons these two symmetry breaking

affects work coherently and the contribution of the 3trange

quark dominates when X-*i« For the Л - hyperon such an effect

has been assumed in Ret, *• *•* under quite different arguments,

if'or the 2L- hyperons these symmetry breaking effects are op -

posite and the probabilities of finding strange and nonatran^jd

quarks are of the same order.

Using (22) we can define the average transverse momentum

of the quark with X-*{ . *'or tn
K
- Yn

3
we find: <P*>=6m£

for m,3/*^=1.5" <Pi>~i8m£
Oat estimation differs from that of iW.Landanoff i -Ц. In

that paper it is supposed, that the invariant тазз of the re-

mained system of the quarks when one of the quark is struck ЬД

virtual photon is of the order of 2 GeV. Here for the in -

variant mass „of second and third quarks we haveW s (/.("г̂  ~ ijOev

for Vfi^'s *л
ъ 9
 X - * i .

The results obtained are valid for the e
+
e~ - annihila -

tion structure functions as well, because the corresponding

-16-



a quark diagrams differ from those studied above by the substi-

'•'•.- tution of outgoing quarks by antiquaries.

The strange quark dominance near x = 1 must result in

strong correlations in the processes e
+
e~ ~ annihilation .vhon

two fast particles are dedected in two opposite directions, if

a fast Л hyperon is dedectsd, we should expect a large yield

of fast К , К* mesons in the opposite direction, whereas the

ЗГ and 1̂ . meson yield rau3t be suppressed. Рог the Z. hyperon

these effects must be much less and for proton and neutron

yield of the strange particles in the opposite direction has

to be suppressed.

I The results obtained allow to predict numerically the ruagt

I nitude of the polarisation effect due to weatf neutral currents

{ in the inclusive baryon production for x-»j . in particu-

| lar, the strong suppression of U and О - quark contribution

;i into the /\ - hyperon results in the fact that the Л hyperon

I _ +

i helicity reaches 30/
0
, while for the 2. hyperon this magnitude

I is 15,0.

The authors are g ra te fu l to 3.G.i.'iatinyan for helpful

comments and d i s c u s s i o n s . .Ve a l s o wish to thank I.A.Aznauryan,

G. rJ.Grigoryan, O.V.Kanohrli, A.Ji.Kotsinyan and Л.С.З
'•;'•.•;. for useful discussions.
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able The relative probabilities of finding the quark Q.

in the baryon B; : FB

Г р * F>v

The exac

5UC6)

I

2

I

I

I

I

I

2

2

The exact

SUC3)

I

5

2.5

I

1.5

3

I

5

5

different '
quark masses

I

5

1.32

4.17

0.79

12.5

0.28

10.1

2.64
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Figure Capture

Fig. 1. Tha quark-gluon diagrams for the baryon 3tructure

lfunction near x я 1

Pig.2. The dominant diagram for the n-quarks oound state's

structure function near x = 1 for odd , n,

Pig.3« The dominant diagram for the n - ouark bound state's

structure function near x -- 1 SOY even n. Che Dhcton

is transverse.

j>'ig.4. The dominant diagram for the n - quark bound я sates

structure functi.on near x = 1 for even n. The pho-

ton in longitudinal.

! J?ig.5. The replacements in the diagrams whicf? lead to the

accounting of the 3-gluon vertices.

Pig.6. The block of three-gluo.n verteces which арреагз aftei

the replacements of Pig.5.

Pig.7. The replacements in the diagrams which lead to the

accounting of the four-gl'ion verteces.

I
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